
 
 

Regulations for the Dr. Vera Weizmann Prize  
for Research on Women and Medicine 

5784 
 

1. Yad Chaim Weizmann will award two prizes in 5784 for outstanding 

research on women and medicine. 

2. The prizes, named after the late Dr. Vera Weizmann, commemorate her 

memory and her work. 

3. Prizes are awarded with the support of the Weizmann-Mandel 

Foundation. 

4. The award aims to support female researchers at the outset of their 

academic careers, encourage academic excellence, and promote 

research in Israel on women and medicine in diverse fields in the 

humanities and social sciences. 

5. Preference will be shown to studies dealing with local perspectives from 

a historical or contemporary viewpoint. 

6. The first prize for an outstanding doctoral dissertation in 5784 awards 

NIS 25,000. 

The second prize for outstanding M.A. thesis in 5784 awards NIS 
10,000. 

7. Both prizes are designated for Israeli researchers studying, or who have 

completed their studies, at a recognized academic institution in Israel or 

abroad. 

8. Studies written in Hebrew or English will be accepted. 

9. Conditions of eligibility conditions for an outstanding doctoral 

dissertation award: 

1. The dissertation was approved within the three years preceding the 

nomination deadline. 

2. The doctoral dissertation has been approved by an accredited 

academic institution in Israel or abroad. 

3. Researchers holding an employment slot at an academic institution 

in Israel or abroad are not eligible to apply for the prize. 

4. The dissertation has not yet been published as a book. 

10. Conditions of eligibility for an outstanding M.A. thesis: 

1. The MA thesis was approved within the three years preceding the 

last date for submitting the award nomination. 

2. The MA thesis was approved by a recognized academic institution in 

Israel or abroad. 

3. Candidates may apply if they are registered for doctoral studies in a 

recognized research institution in Israel or abroad. 



 
11. Award recipients will be asked to indicate the support of Yad Chaim 

Weizmann and the Weizmann-Mandel Foundation In future research-

based publications. 

12. For the purpose of awarding the prizes, Yad Chaim Weizmann will 

appoint a scientific committee comprised of three researchers from 

Israeli research institutions who are engaged in various fields of medical 

research in the humanities and social sciences. 

13. The Science Committee’s decision must be unanimous and will be 

published during September 2024. 

14. Prizes will be awarded to the recipients in November 2024 in a formal 

ceremony. The event will include a lecture given by the recipient of the 

outstanding doctoral dissertation award. 

15. Should the Science Committee not find eligible awards recipients, it is 

entitled to withhold either or both prizes this year.   

 
These terms and conditions were approved by the Executive Committee of Yad 
Chaim Weizmann, 
on ------- 

 


